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People traveled back in time at
the block party to celebrate
Schatzlein’s 100 years of serv-
ice. Horses returned to Lake
Street right in front of the store.
The 400 West Lake Street block
between Harriet and Grand was
blocked off for the celebration.

Attendees enjoyed the Wells Fargo Stagecoach, Minneapolis
and St. Paul Mounted Patrol, members of the Jessie James
gang and appearances by Wyatt Earp, Doc Holliday, and Big
Nose Kate. There were pony rides, horse rides for adults,
food, and lots of musical entertainment

Approximately 200 relatives came from as far away as
Hawaii and Germany to help celebrate. The store is truly a
family affair with family members Linda, Janet, Gary, Paul,
Peggy, and more working in the store..
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University of Minnesota
Louise and Doug Leatherdale Equine Center

The University of Minnesota welcomed horse lovers into its
state of the art new $14 million facility on Monday, October 15
at the grand opening celebration of the Louise and Doug
Leatherdale Equine Center on the St. Paul campus. 

In attendance were Governor Pawlenty, President Bruininks,
officials from the University, state and local governments as well
as people from around the state who care about horses.

“The comprehensive Equine Center has been designated as a
Program of Excellence at the College of Veterinary Medicine
and is squarely aligned with the University's goal to become one
of the top three public research universities in the world,” said
University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks. “But more
than that, it meets a growing need of our state: Minnesota ranks
among the top 10 states in horse population and the equine
industry contributes almost $1 billion annually to the state econ-
omy, sparked by the passion and support of horse lovers like us.”

The facility is named in honor of Louise and Doug Leatherdale of
Medina who made a generous lead gift to the University of
Minnesota. Tad and Cindy Piper of Long Lake made the lead gift for
the Piper Performance Clinic, a performance medicine and reproduc-
tive clinic in the facility, which was christened in their names. 

The Center’s new technology includes computerized gait analy-
sis and high speed cameras to test for lameness, an aqua 
treadmill used in rehabilitation, a state-of-the-art reproduction

GRAND OPENING GRAND OPENING

wing and a high speed treadmill that allows a horse’s every breath
and heartbeat to be monitored while galloping up to 30 mph.  

Throughout the afternoon, members of We Can Ride therapeutic
riding group were on hand to demonstrate the highly successful
program that teaches riding and carriage driving to children and
adults living with cognitive and physical disabilities. The new
facility is home to the first metro site of this popular program,
which has a waiting list of more than a hundred.

The University Mounted Police unit will also be housed in the
facility, which offers a conference center and a 100 by 200 ft.
indoor arena and a similar size outdoor arena for demonstrations,
meetings and programs by community horse organizations.

“This state-of-the-art facility will become a home for the
Minnesota equine community,” said Dr. Stephanie Valberg,
DVM, PhD, Director of the Equine Center. “No other facility has
been designed to give such compassionate, comprehensive care
and to give so much back to horse owners. The Equine Center
represents our dedication to an expanded equine program, includ-
ing undergraduate equine education, continued devotion to edu-
cating the next generation of equine veterinarians,  and a focus on
equine research that will change the lives of horses worldwide, all
while providing cutting edge care for horses. Horses will benefit
from some of the best in equine care, research, and veterinary
education found anywhere in the world.”



Support the University of Minnesota Louise and Doug Leatherdale
Equine Center by making a donation of $50 and receive a Maneigh
from Hercules. Checks can be made payable to the University of
Minnesota Equine Center. Please note that you would like to
receive a Maneigh. Mail to CM 3854, PO Box 70870, St. Paul,
MN 55170. 

Hercules is a Belgian gelding that lives at the University of
Minnesota Equine Center and is a blood donor for equine patients.
He has a universal blood type, and since horses have seven major
blood groups and more than 200,000 different blood types, this
makes Hercules a very valuable asset to horse owners across
Minnesota! Hercules paints with his hooves using non-toxic paint

For more information, visit the Equine Center Campaign page at
www.cvm.umn.edu/devalumni/campaigns/equine/home.html
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Senate Legislation
On April 14, 2005 Senator Mike Crapo
(R-ID) introduced a companion “Right-

to-Ride” bill (S. 781) in the Senate. 
It is the same as the House bill.

The Senate bill has been referred to the Senate Energy and
Natural Resources Committee. 

Congressional Action
On May 16, the House of Representatives passed Congressman
George Radanovich’s “Right-to-Ride” bill (H.R. 586).

During the House debate, Congressman Radanovich stated that
“perhaps no other activity is more synonymous with the explo-
ration of our vast open lands than that of the use of pack and sad-
dle stock.” In response to the argument that this bill singles out
pack and saddle use and affords it greater consideration than
other forms of recreation or commercial use, Mr. Radanovich
argued that “pack and saddle use has played a far greater historic
role on our public lands, particularly in our western states, than
simply recreation. What may be perceived by some today as
recreation was once a vital part of everyday living throughout
our Nation’s history.”

The bill was sent to the Senate and referred to the Energy and
Natural Resources Committee, the Committee that has jurisdic-
tion over the Senate bill.

AHC Position
The AHC supports this legislation and asks all recreational riders to
contact their Senators encouraging them to act on it in the Senate.

Introduction
Many who enjoy recreational riding on public lands are con-
cerned about the reduction of trails, trail heads and the closure of
public lands to horses and pack animals. Access to areas to ride
is one of the most important issues facing riders. To prevent fur-
ther closures, recreational riders are working closely with their
federal, state and local land managers and also looking for fed-
eral legislative solutions.

House Legislation
Representative George Radanovich (R-CA) reintroduced his
“Right-to-Ride” bill (H.R. 586) in the House of Representatives
in the first session of this Congress. The bill is intended to pre-
serve the use and access of pack and saddle stock animals on
public lands, wilderness areas, national monuments, and other
areas that are administered by the National Park Service, the
Bureau of Land Management, the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service, or the Forest Service where there is a historical
tradition of such use.

Specifically the legislation mandates that the lands should be
managed by the federal agencies "to preserve and facilitate the
continued use and access of pack and saddle stock animals on
such lands, including wilderness areas, national monuments, and
other specifically designated areas, where there is a historical
tradition of such use." 

In addition, the legislation requires that "as a general rule, all
trails, routes, and areas used by pack and saddle stock shall
remain open and accessible for such use."

The House bill was referred to both the House Resources
Committee and the House Agriculture Committee. 

Right-TTo-RRide LLegislation
http://horsecouncil.org/legislation/righttoride.html 

Maneighs by Hercules
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Every fall I have so much fun at the competition for mounted
police and county sheriff's patrols, hosted by Three Rivers Park
District at the Zuhrah Shrine Horse Ranch in Maple Plain, MN.
This year’s clinic and competition was held September 19-23.
Watching the horses and riders go through the obstacle course
can be very entertaining!

Prior to the competition there's a 2-day clinic. This year's
instructors were Ken Keip, Lead Instructor of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police Musical Ride (equestrian), Dennis
Auslam from Idaho (ground work/confidence on the ground),
Sgt. George Survillo who is Head Mounted Police Officer from
the Boston PD (crowd control and drill), and Leanna Drongeson
from MN Cowboy Mounted Shooters (mounting shooting).

There were about 60 riders from the Meeker County Sheriff's
Office, Waterloo Iowa Police Department, Madison Wisconsin
Capital PD, St. Paul PD, Dakota County S.O., University of
Minnesota Mounted Police, Minneapolis PD, LaCrosse,
Wisconsin PD, Carver County S.O., Three Rivers Park District,
and Fayette County, Iowa  S.O.

The horses represented at least eight breeds--grade and draft
crosses ranging in age from 3 to 25. Part of the clinic was an
urban trail ride in downtown Minneapolis. They rode around St.
Anthony Main and Nicollet Island Inn, across the Stone Arch
Bridge and up and down a spiral stairway!

The participants were judged on their equitation and their obsta-
cle course success. They had 4 minutes to complete the course.
The first obstacle was a "tire fence" (two parallel cavaletti poles,
each run through four tires set on their edge). Participants had to
walk through them without knocking over any tires. The second

obstacle was an old stand-by - a bridge with a ramp to walk onto
and steps to walk down. Some horses decided they'd rather just
skip the steps and go off the bridge sideways! Next there was a
triangle made out of 6-foot metal gates. The rider had to climb
over or go under the gate to retrieve an object and remount. As
they passed a street sweeper, it was turned on--lights and noise
and movement of the roller. Then it was on to a wooden walk-
way in front of the "Big Easy Donuts," ducking under an over-
hang, picking up a box of donuts and delivering it to a person in
a police car with lights flashing. The seventh obstacle was going
through plastic barrels hanging from the ceiling in such a man-
ner that the horse couldn't see over or through them. Then there
was an obstacle of barrels on wheels that had to be pushed a cer-
tain distance, simulating crowd control. Some horses pushed
with their nose/head, some with their shoulder, some with their
chest, and some not at all. Finally they had to walk over a mat-
tress covered by a tarp.

After the competition, groups had a chance to do a demonstra-
tion. The St. Paul PD showed how they would apprehend and
secure a suspect on the ground from horseback. With colleagues
as the "bad guys," it was funny as well as educational. I've never
understood why there aren't more spectators. It's free family fun!

Last winter, one of the other boarders (who happens to be on a
county sheriff's S.O.) at the farm put up an obstacle course in the
indoor arena. It was so much fun to take my 21-year old Arabian
in there. He did much better than I expected. What a great way
to really engage your horse's mind in something different and
challenging. Especially when it's -20 degrees outside!

For more information on the competition, contact Mary at 763-
694-2000 ext. 5734 or mhamilton@threeriversparkdistrict.org.

Mounted PPolice aand CCounty SSheriff CCompetition
By Trina Joyce
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protruding; at the other extreme, the ribs are so cushioned in fat
that they can't even be felt. 

6. Examine the back by putting one finger on the spine and
watch whether your other fingers are above, below or level with
that one. Is there a groove along the spine or is it level? How vis-
ible are the vertebrae? 

7. Ask someone to hold the tail to one side while you stand
behind the horse. Look at the shape of the quarters and the space
between the inner buttocks. Feel for bone structures and fat
deposits. How much space is there between the buttocks? Are
the quarters round or diamond-shaped? 

8. Rate each part according to the table on page 6. Get the aver-
age score by adding together all the scores and dividing by six.

Tips
Score 4 (moderately thin) to score 6 (moderately fleshy) are
healthy. The ideal weight for a horse will depend on the manage-
ment and workload. A racing or event horse will likely be score
4 while a dressage or show horse will be closer to score 6. 

Condition score every 2 weeks and plot your horse's score 
on a graph. This can be used with or without a weight tape, 
but condition scoring is more precise. 
Taking photos regularly will also help keep track of your 
horse's weight, and are especially helpful while learning 
to condition score. 

Warnings
Never stand directly behind a horse. To view the horse from
behind, stand well back out of the range of a kick. Don't 
underestimate a horse's reach. 
Stallions, and occasionally geldings, have a crest. 
This is due to hormones, not fat. 
Condition scoring is a measure of fat, not fitness. 
Use your hands as well as your eyes. 
Condition scoring can only be partially taught, as proficiency
with this type of scoring comes mostly with experience. You 
will become more accurate with practice as you learn what a
horse should look and feel like. 

Condition scoring is a method of measuring the condition (fat) of
a horse. It is the best way to monitor a horse's weight, and it needs
no special equipment. If done correctly, condition scoring works
despite conditions which may fool the owner's eye (such as a
horse's conformation or medical or physical conditions such as a
worm burned, pregnancy, grass belly, etc). There are two systems
of condition scoring, the European and US versions. The US ver-
sion is more detailed and is the one covered by this article.

Steps
1. Get your horse to stand so that it can be examined. Be sure
you know which parts you'll be feeling.

2. Feel along the neck. Run your hand along the area that is usu-
ally covered by the mane. Does the neck connect with the body
smoothly, or is it boney or fatty in this region? Determine
whether the bones are visible or just palpable. Can you feel or
see any fat or a crest? 

3. Run your hands along the withers. Feel for bone structures
and fat; don't be fooled by prominent withers, which is due to
conformation, or muscle wastage, which is probably due to an
ill-fitting saddle. 

4. Move onto the shoulder. If very fat the horse will also have fat
deposits behind the shoulder. Is the shoulder smooth? Can you
feel or see any fat or bones? 

5. Explore along the ribs by stroking in the direction of the rib
with the flat of your hand. At one extreme, the ribs may be 

How tto CCondition SScore aa HHorse
Taken from www.wikihow.com

APRIL 25 26 27

Please NNote
The minutes from the September meeting of

the Minnesota Horse Council will be included
in the December issue of For Horse’s Sake.
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CONDITION NECK WITHERS SHOULDER RIBS BACK QUARTERS

Score 1
(Emaciated) Bones visible Bones visible Bones protruding Bones protruding

Bones protruding,
individual vertebra

can be seen

Hips protruding making
quarters look diamond

shaped. Large gap
between buttocks

Score 2
(Very Thin)

Bones easily
felt

Bones easily
felt Bones protruding Bones protruding Bones protruding

Hips protruding making
quarters look diamond

shaped. Large gap
between buttocks

Score 3
(Thin)

Bones can be
felt

Bones can be
felt Can’t feel any fat Ribs can be seen

Some fat can be
felt either side

of spine

Loins and inner
buttocks filled in
but no obvious fat

Score 4
(Moderately

Thin)
Not overly thin Not overly thin Not overly thin Faint outline

can be seen
Spine slightly

higher than sides
Quarters have some

fat but dip in

Score 5
(Moderate)

Neck joins the
body smoothly

Have a rounder
appearance

Front of shoulder
has a smooth
appearance

Ribs can be
felt easily Back level

Quarters filled out
some. Some flesh on

inner buttocks
Score 6

(Moderately
Fleshy)

Some fat can
be felt

Some fat can
be felt

Some fat can
be felt Ribs can be felt Back level Quarters rounder

Score 7
(Fleshy) Fat can be felt Fat can be felt Some fat behind

the shoulder

Ribs can be felt,
can also feel fat
in between ribs

Slight groove
along the spine

Small space
between buttocks

Score 8
(Fat)

A crest begins
to form

Fat fills out
either side

Behind the
shoulder has a

smooth appearance
Difficult to feel Groove along

the spine
Smooth appearance

to hip

Score 9
(Obese)

Neck has an
obvious crest Bulges fat Bulges fat Can’t feel Obvious groove

along the spine
No space between

buttocks

HORSE CONDITION SCORING

Glen Eaton, President, Minnesota Horse Expo, hands over a $250,000
check from the proceeds of the 2007 Minnesota Horse Expo to Dan Dolan,
President, Minnesota Horse Council. The MHC uses this money for equine
scholarships, grants, trail maintenance and other MHC activities.

JOB OPENING
The Minnesota Horse Council is looking for a

Part Time Administrative Assistant
Primary job duties include:

Attending MHC monthly meetings
Transcribing meeting minutes
Updating MHC website
Handling PO Box materials

Deadline for applicants is November 30, 2007

Please contact Dan Dolan at 651-459-4527
or danandjandolan@comcast.com
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The American Horse Council (AHC) has submitted comments
supporting the United States Department of Agriculture’s pro-
posed rules to allow noncompetitive entertainment horses from
countries affected with contagious equine metritis to be tem-
porarily imported into the United States under certain safeguards.   

The AHC supports the amendment of the current import regula-
tions to provide a solution to these problems. “We appreciate the
USDA’s effort to respond to the problems with the importation
and allocation of permits for non-competitive entertainment
horses, and to better accommodate this sector of the industry
while protecting the safeguards that are in place” stated Kerry
Thompson, AHC Director of Health & Regulatory Affairs.

The AHC stated its recognition of the need for a new category
within the import regulations to further accommodate the enter-
tainment sector of the horse industry.  Many problems have aris-
en in the past with the importation of non-competitive entertain-
ment horses and their continual application for permits. 

Though fully supportive of the proposed rules, the AHC raised
one concern in the comments.  As written, the proposed rule pro-
vides for no limit on the period of time that the imported horses
can remain in the U.S.  The AHC is concerned that USDA may
not be able to enforce the requirements specified for these hors-
es over extended periods of time.  The AHC wants to make sure
that USDA will be able to carry out the actions required to pro-
tect the U.S. horse industry from the introduction of disease,
which is a priority of the American horse industry.

The full-text of the AHC comments can be found on the Health
& Regulations section of the American Horse Council website,
www.horsecouncil.org. 

AHC SSupports NNew IImport RRules
For EEntertainment HHorses 

American Horse Council Press Release October 4, 2007

The American Horse Council (AHC) now provides a link to a
published report on the Global Horse Population, compiled by the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO-
STAT).  A link to the report can be found on the Features section
of the AHC’s web site: www.horsecouncil.org/features.html

According to the 2006 report, there are 58,372,106 horses in the
world.  The United States, by far, reports the highest total num-
ber of horses with an approximate 9,500,000.  This new data pro-
vided by FAOSTAT is strikingly similar to the AHC’s own inde-
pendent study, which reported a U.S. horse population of
9,223,000 in 2005. 

Countries, with horse population totals over one million includ-
ed: China (7,402,450); Mexico (6,260,000); Brazil (5,787,249);
Argentina (3,655,000); Columbia (2,533,621); Mongolia
(2,029,100); Ethiopia (1,655,383); Russian Federation
(1,319,358); and Kazakhstan (1,163,500). Guam (20) and
Grenada (30) had the lowest population totals.  Two countries,
Rwanda and Saint Helena, reported a zero horse population.

In a published document from the AHC, entitled “The Economic
Impact of the Horse Industry on the United States,” the AHC pro-
vides detailed analysis on the total population of U.S. horses by
state.  Texas reports the largest horse population, with an estimat-
ed 978,822.  Other leading states include: California (698,345);
Florida (500,124); Oklahoma (326,134); Kentucky (320,173);
Ohio (306,898); and Missouri (281,255).  The state with the
fewest horses is Rhode Island (3,509), followed by the District of
Columbia, which reports a fluctuating total of around 33. 

The AHC’s report further demonstrates that the horse industry
has a direct impact of $39 billion on the U.S. economy and an
overall impact of $102 billion, which factors in indirect and
induced spending.  Each of the primary use segments of the
industry, recreational horse use being the largest segment with 3.9
million horses in this classification, creates an immense impact
on the overall economy. Additionally, the horse industry supports
1.4 million equivalent full-time jobs.   

For more resources, or to find out how to order a copy of the
AHC’s report, “The Economic Impact of the Horse Industry on
the United States,” including comprehensive state-by-state break-
out information for fifteen states, please visit the American Horse
Council online (www.horsecouncil.org) or call 202-296-4031. 

Please direct all related press, related-media and educational
inquiries to Sarah Chase, Director of Communications:
schase@horsecouncil.org or 202-296-4031 ext. 211

AHC PProvides GGlobal aand UU.S.
Horse PPopulation RResources 

American Horse Council Press Release September 11, 2007

Are You and Your Horse Helping the Economy?
By The American Horse Council

The U.S. horse industry directly produces goods and 
services valued at $25.3 billion dollars (making it larger 
than the U.S. Recording Industry!!!)  

6.9 million horses are owned by 1.9 Million Americans.

7.1 million Americans are involved as horse owners, service
providers, employees and volunteers. Tens of millions more 
participate as spectators. 

The median income of horse owning families is around 
$60,000; 38% of owners earn under $50,000; 21% earn 
more than $100.000.
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Stacking hay is no easy task. Not only does it require you to use
every muscle in your body, but you also have to take steps to
make sure that your stack is sturdy and safe. Here's how to build
a tower of square bales with your own two hands that any farmer
can be proud of.

STEPS 

1. Grab the bale by the strings, with one hand on each string. 

2. Lift with your legs, not so much with your back or arms. Lean
the bale against your pelvis as you carry it to the stacking area or
to the next person. If you're strong or daring enough to toss a
bale, don't expect the person you're tossing it to to catch it. You'll
probably knock them over instead. Toss it so that it will land near
them, not on them. 

3. Drop the bale on the floor or on a pallet to start your first layer.

Stack your bales "edge side up." The strings should be on the
sides, rather than the top and bottom. The stems should run 
vertically, and the top of the bale when it's stacked properly 
will feel sharp and jagged. An easy way to remember is to 
refer to this side as the "cut side up". 

Tuck your bales tightly together. You can usually put them 
loosely in their spot and kick them firmly into place, 
especially if it's a tight spot. You can also shove the bale 
in with your knee, which would be safer. 

Avoid stacking bales that are loose, or have a broken string. 
They will threaten the stability of the stack. Save them for 
the top of the stack, or put them aside to be used first. You 
could repair it if you have available string. Hold down the 
bale with your knee and tie a replacement string onto the 
existing string on the end of the bale and wrap it around the 
length of the bale and tie at the other end. 

4. Follow a stacking pattern. 

STACKING PATTERN #1

1. Stack your first layer with all the bales
lengthwise.

2. Stack your second layer (shown in gray)
with all the bales widthwise (perpendicu-
lar to the first layer).

3. Continue alternating as in the first two layers.

This is the simplest way to stack hay, and therefore the easiest
for the stacking team to follow. But, it is not the most stable. 

Vertically, the bales will form four-bale columns, and between
these columns, the stack can collapse (as indicated by the red
lines in the above diagram). If you are not making a very tall
stack (4 bales or less), this won't be as much of an issue. 

STACKING PATTERN #2

1. Put a bale in the corner widthwise. 

2. Stack two bales next to it lengthwise. 

3. Continue stacking all the bales next to the corner bale length-
wise until you get to the wall or the edge of your stack. 

4. Stack the other corner bale widthwise, 
finishing off a row that runs from left to 
right and is two bales thick.

5. Stack the next row, two bales widths 
thick, in front of it (closer to you) with 
ALL the bales lengthwise.

6. Stack the next row after that just like
the first, as if it had corner bales.

7. For the second layer, follow the same 
pattern, except that it is flipped on its 
side. Put a bale in the corner lengthwise, 
then stack a row of two bales in front of
it widthwise, etc.

8. Start the next layer as you did the
first and continue alternating patterns.

While difficult to get used to, this pattern will maximize sta-
bility by crossing bales over each other perpendicularly and thus
"locking" them together.

Use this method to make very high stacks, especially on lofts,
to prevent it from collapsing and to help keep the people who
have to stand on top of it safe. 

How to Stack Hay - continued on page 9

How tto SStack HHay
Taken from www.wikihow.com
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How to Stack Hay - continued from page 8

TIPS
The patterns given assume a rectangular bale that when edge

side up, is twice as long as it is wide. It is possible, however, to
have bales that are three times long as they are wide. These pat-
terns can be adapted to that variation by making rows that are
three bale widths thick rather than two. 
0

The reason hay is stacked edge side up is because moisture can
drain more easily, and fires as well as mold or fungus are less
likely to be a problem. The drawback is that the stack might be
less stable unless you use a good stacking technique. 

If you're stuck with worrisome wet bales, stack them edge-side
up with 6 inches between them all around. Sprinkle salt gener-
ously on top of them (salt will draw out the moisture) and make
sure they are in a barn with cross circulation. Do not stack them
in layers. Use them up as quickly as possible. 

To understand the stability of a stacking pattern, imagine look-
ing down from the top (as in the diagrams) and trying to cut a
giant knife from top to bottom; with the simple pattern, it'd be
easy to cut right through the red lines, but with the second pat-
tern, you'll bump into crossing bales at every other layer. 

You can practice without bales by using Lego pieces where the
length is twice the width (and preferably the height is the same
as the width). Try making a stack with the first pattern, and
knock it over. Then make one with the second pattern, and try to
knock it over. Which one would you rather be standing on if it's
40 or 50 feet high and on a hay loft? 

Move the bales with a handtruck. Tip the bale on end, lean it
about 10 degrees, and put it on the handtruck. Hay hooks can be
used to help stabilize the load. 

WARNINGS

Periodically sweep the loose hay from the floor. The last thing
you need to do is slip on a patch of hay while you're carrying a bale. 

Sometimes hay is thorny, so consider wearing gloves. That is,
unless you don't mind spending thirty minutes poking your skin
with a knife or a needle to take out a pesky thorn. 

If the bale feels particularly heavy with moisture, set it aside.
Spontaneous combustion is a reality when it comes to hay, and
one bale can burn down an entire barn. Consider getting a mois-
ture probe to test your bales and make sure they won't threaten
your harvest. 

Contacting YYour MMember oof CCongress 
www.horsecouncil.org

One of the most important ways the American Horse Council
can be effective on Capitol Hill is for Members of Congress to
hear from our members, their constituents. There are several
very important ways of letting Members of Congress know of
horse industry concerns, including writing letters, making tele-
phone calls and personal visits. Here are some tips when contact-
ing a Member of Congress. Find out who your Senator and
Representative is at www.horsecouncil.org.

Writing To a Member
Due to security precautions, postal service for Congress is often
delayed by several weeks. In order to make sure your represen-
tative receives your letter in a timely fashion, you may want to
consider faxing your letter to their offices. 

You should identify yourself, what your equine activities are,
where you live, who you represent, the number of employees you
may have and any information that indicates your economic size.

Your purpose for writing should be stated early in your letter. If
your letter refers to a specific piece of legislation, identify it,
e.g., House bill: H.R.____, Senate Bill: S.____. Make your
points and include key information, using examples to support
your position. Address only one issue in each letter and, if pos-
sible, keep the letter to one page. The address is:

Personal Visits
Make an appointment. Explain your purpose and who you repre-
sent. It is easier for congressional staff to arrange a meeting if
they know what you wish to discuss.

Be prepared. Whenever possible, demonstrate the connection
between what you are requesting and the interests of the
Member’s constituency.

Be responsive. Be prepared to answer questions. If you can’t,
offer to provide additional information later. Follow up the meet-
ing with a thank you letter that outlines the different points cov-
ered during the meeting and send along any additional informa-
tion and materials requested.

Remember you can visit your Representative either in
Washington, back in the district office in your state or at many of
the Town Hall Meetings held by Representatives in their district.

Minnesota Horse Council Legislative Committee
Tracy Turner is the Chair of the Legislative Committee for the
Minnesota Horse Council. Tracy can be contacted at 651-351-
7206 or turner@anokaequine.com.

U.S. Senate:
The Honorable _________
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator __________,

U.S. House of Representatives:
The Honorable _____________
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative _________,
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2007 UPCOMING EVENTS
View www.mnhorsecouncil.org for additional events

Minnesota Horse Council Board Meetings
Maple Grove Community Center 6:30 pm
12951 Weaver Lake Road Maple Grove

Located at the intersection of Weaver Lake Road
and Pineview Lane, ½ mile east of I94 on the

Weaver Lake Road exit.

February 13 June 12     October 9
March 13 July 10 November 13
April 10 August - No meeting December 11
May 8 September 11

January 19, 2008 - Annual Meeting - Northland Inn

Minnnesota Horse Expo Board Meetings
Pearson's Resturant 6:30 pm

3808 W. 50th St. Edina
If you wish to order dinner, please be there by 6:00 pm.

January 30 May 22 September 25
February 27 June 26 October 30
March 27 July 31 November 27
April 17 August - No meeting December 18

For HHorse’s SSake
Editors: Linda Dahl and Missie Schwartz

Publisher: Dahl Graphic Design
888-403-2060 www.dahlgraphics.com

For Horse’s Sake is the official newsletter of the Minnesota
Horse Council (MHC). Statements appearing in For Horse’s
Sake are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the
MHC. To reprint any material published in For Horse’s Sake,
please notify MHC of your intentions. Full credit needs to be
given to the author. Articles of relevance to the equine industry
are earnestly solicited. The Minnesota Horse Council is a non-
profit member-supported volunteer organization representing
all equine disciplines and breeds in Minnesota’s equine live-
stock industry.

Please e-mail or send potential articles to:
Dahl Graphic Design

39257 Taray Road Pine River, MN  56474
E-Mail: fhs-mhc@dahlgraphics.com

2007 Article Submission Deadlines
February     1/11/07
March         2/15/07
April           3/15/07
May            4/12/07
June            5/10/07

July/August               6/14/07
September                 8/16/07
October                     9/13/07
November           10/11/07
December/January  11/15/07
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Horses are very expensive so it's a good idea to save money
wherever you can. To make your own hay net you can use any
suitable string (not natural fibres, plastic or nylon are good), but
bailing twine is recommended because it's free! The measure-
ments given here can be changed to make a bigger or smaller
net, or one with bigger or smaller holes.

STEPS
1. Tie the ends of 10 lengths (or more for a bigger net but make
it an even number) of 7 foot string together. Make the knot as
tight as possible. 

2. You should ask someone to hold the net up by the knot or pin it
up or you'll get very confused and the string will get very tangled. 

3. Divide the strings into pairs (paper clips are useful to keep
them together). Measure 4 inches down (or less for a smaller-
holed net) and mark with a felt-tip and tie a knot in each pair. 

4. The second row! We are aiming for a diamond pattern. Mark
5 inches down. Take two pairs next to each other and take one
string from each pair and clip together. Do the same for the other
pairs so each pair is holding hands with the two pairs on either
side of it. Spread the net and you should be able to see a diamond
shape. If any string is cross the space inside the net meant for the
hay then you've clipped string together that isn't next to it. Start
again. Tie knots where you have marked them. 

5. Continue this for each row. Remember to check the net before
you tie the knots. 

6. When you get to your last row make sure you have 2-4 inch-
es of string left after your last mark. Instead of tying a standard
knot, tie a quick-release knot (the same as when you tie up your
horse) you will then have a loop. Secure this by tying a double
knot with the loose ends. Trim the ends if you need to and burn
the ends to stop them fraying. (Don't forget the big knot at the
bottom of the net.) 

7. Thread a drawstring through the loops. (This can also be made
from bailing twine by plaiting three pieces together) 

WARNINGS

Horses can choke on bailing twine if they accidentally swal-
low it, so make sure to tie your knots really tight. You can (very
carefully) melt the knots together to prevent this. Use a regular
lighter, and have water on hand! 

Haynets should be hung high enough so that horses cannot get
their hooves caught up in them if they paw.  

Haynets should not be left in feeding areas for extended peri-
ods of time as horses can get their feet caught up in them if they
paw or are bored.

How tto MMake aa HHaynet
Taken from www.wikihow.com



Minnesota Horse Council
13055 Riverdale Drive
Box 202 Suite 500

Coon Rapids, MN  55448

www.MnHorseCounci l .org

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Annual Meeting - Dawn Moore
952-949-6659 dmoor@tursso.com

Aisle of Breeds - Glen Eaton
952-922-8666 MnHoseExpo@horses-mn.org

Certified Stables - Sue McDonough 651-699-8117

Communications - Missie Schwartz
763-428-7532 bmschwartz@msn.com

Direct Funding - Christie Ward
651-603-8702 malaz002@umn.edu

Disaster Response
Marian Robinson:
763-588-0297 mariana_1820@yahoo.com
Miriam Tschida:
651-773-8991 MITschida@horses-mn.org

Expo - Glen Eaton
952-922-8666 MnHoseExpo@horses-mn.org

Facilities - Tom Tweeten
952-226-4190 tnt@integraonline.com

Grants - Tim Bonham
612-721-1007 t-bonham@scc.net

Horseperson of the Year - Miriam Tschida
651-773-8991 MITschida@horses-mn.org

Legislative - Tracy Turner
651-351-7206 turner@anokaequine.com

Nominations - Mark Ward
651-436-6557 markward@windyridgeranch.com

Pioneer Award - Miriam Tschida
651-773-8991 MITschida@horses-mn.org

Promotions - Teresa Hanson
763-434-2799 trhanson2@hotmail.com

Scholarships - Trina Joyce 612-729-7798

Trail Blazers - Darrell Mead
763-420-3697 darrellmead@comcast.net

State Horse Council - Glen Eaton
952-922-8666 MnHoseExpo@horses-mn.org

MINNESOTA HORSE COUNCIL
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Name

Business Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone

E-mail

Please complete this form and
send with your check to:

Minnesota Horse Council
13055 Riverdale Drive

Box 202 Suite 500
Coon Rapids, MN  55448

Individual - $15

Family - $20

Organization - $25

Corporation - $25

Certified Stable -
$35 first year, $25 annually
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Minnesota Horse Council
13055 Riverdale Drive
Box 202 Suite 500

Coon Rapids, MN  55448

Return Service Requested
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